you’re the best toy
in the room

Kids need to play… with you.
Play develops imagination and creativity.
Be a part of that. Call 211 for information on
play based programs in your area. Let’s Play!
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THE POWER OF PLAY
Symbolic or Pretend Play Toys
Symbolic or pretend play, whereby children transform an external
reality to suit their own purposes and desires, is one of the most
fascinating and well-researched areas in the developmental play
literature. One of the reasons it is such a popular topic to study is its
versatility and adaptable nature. There are many forms of pretend
play that change depending on children’s age, availability of time,
space, and resources, and social/cultural values and practices.
Regardless of the form it takes, pretend play has been positively
linked to children’s (1) ability to manipulate mental ideas and images
(i.e., representational thinking), (2) social awareness and
understanding (i.e., participating in cultural roles, routines and
activities, viewing the world from another person’s point of view, (3)
early language/story knowledge and use (i.e., literacy skills), and (4)
emotional health and well-being (i.e., using play as a nonthreatening way to work through emotionally charged issues). Most
experts in the field agree that pretend play is a special form of play
because it allows children to transcend the physical limits of their
reality and move within the “field of meanings” to explore new
thoughts, feelings, actions, and identities. This type of play activity
appears to be integrally linked to many critical areas of their
development.
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THE POWER OF PLAY
Action-Play Toys
In action play, children’s primary purpose is to explore and
manipulate toys using gross motor action (e.g., running, riding,
throwing, rolling). Young children learn a great deal about
themselves, their competencies, and the physical world of objects
and motion through these large-muscle play activities. By conquering
their physical body, learning to coordinate their movements, and
using these movements to cause certain reactions in the external,
physical world, children begin to perceive similarities and distinctions
between themselves and that world. So, as they act on the world,
they gradually build a greater understanding and knowledge of that
world. That is, their mental conceptions of objects and their
functions/meanings become increasingly elaborated and
differentiated. As well, as they move about they formulate naïve
theories about space and direction such as up/down, in/out,
near/far, in-between, around, and separate/together. Action play,
which is an important part of toddlers’ and preschoolers’ larger
repertoire of play behavior, leads to a sense of mastery and
competence which, in turn, motivates them to continue to engage in
it in order reap these developmental benefits.
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THE POWER OF PLAY
Game Play
Game playing is one of the more advanced forms of play that
preschool children engage in due to the advanced thinking required
for children to be aware of and adhere to a general set of predefined,
logical rules that serve as an organizing guide for the play. In other
words, the rules in game play take precedence over idiosyncratic play
needs, goals, and meanings which is more prevalent in other forms of
play. For example, in pretend play children explore, manipulate, and
transform toys according to their personal whims in order to bring
personal meaning and satisfaction to their play. Unlike pretend play,
game play requires children to subordinate these personal wishes and
needs to more general rules and goals established by and with other
people. Once the rules have been set, any deviation from these rules is
considered unacceptable and may lead to a disruption of play or
rejection of the deviating player. Game play utilizes rules so that all the
players have a mutual sense of purpose and direction. In general, the
purpose of game play is to use rules and strategy to achieve a
mutually agreed upon goal (e.g., win the game). Achieving these
goals while abiding to game rules helps children to (1) suppress their
own personal desires and needs in favor of those negotiated and
established by the group, (2) delay any immediate gratification to
achieve a specific outcome or goal, (3) focus, plan, problem-solve,
make decisions, and strategize, and (4) consider multiple sources of
information and perspectives prior to taking a move. As children
practice using these various skills and abilities in a game situation, they
become more competent and confident and, in doing so, are able to
apply these newfound capabilities to increasingly diverse and
challenging situations, both play-related and otherwise.
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